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John 1:43-51  

     The next day Jesus decided to go to 

Galilee.  He found Philip and said to 

him, “Follow me.”  Now Philip was from 

Bethsaida, the city of Andrew and Peter.  

Philip found Nathanael and said to him, 

“We have found him about whom Moses 

in the law and also the prophets wrote, 

Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth.”  

Nathanael said to him, “Can anything 

good come out of Nazareth?”  Philip said 

to him, “Come and see.”  When Jesus 

saw Nathanael coming toward him, he 

said of him, “Here is truly an Israelite in 
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whom there is no deceit!”  Nathanael 

asked him, “Where did you get to know 

me?”  Jesus answered, “I saw you under 

the fig tree before Philip called you,”  

Nathanael replied, “Rabbi, you are the 

Son of God!  You are the King of 

Israel!”  Jesus answered, “Do you 

believe because I told you that I saw you 

under the fig tree?  You will see greater 

things than these.”  And he said to him, 

“Very truly, I tell you, you will see 

heaven opened and the angels of God 

ascending and descending upon the Son 

of Man.”   
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     Lead us, O Mighty Savior, to grow in 

our faith and to do great and small things 

with you and for you.  Amen. 

 

     The first three things Jesus says in 

this Fourth Gospel are, “Follow me”, 

“Come and see”, and “Here is truly an 

Israelite in whom there is no deceit!”  So 

if we take these statements in priority we 

are first called to follow Jesus Christ, 

then to come and observe what things he 

has done, and then Jesus utters the first 

praise of any person when Jesus praises 
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Nathanael by making a profound 

statement that Nathanael “is truly an 

Israelite in whom there is no deceit!”  

So, Jesus’ priorities in this Gospel are to 

follow him, stay close to him, see what 

miracles and signs he has done, and be 

persons without deceit.  Thus, we can 

measure our lives by reflecting on (1) 

whether we are indeed following Jesus 

Christ, (2) whether we are staying close 

to him and his teachings, (3) whether we 

have seen his miracles in our own lives 

and in the lives of others, and (4) 

whether we are people without deceit.   
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     Take a moment and think back on our 

lives.  Have we indeed followed Jesus 

Christ?  Have we stayed close to him?  

Have we taken the time to witness his 

miracles?  And are we people without 

deceit?   

     This Fourth Gospel takes a 

significantly different view of Jesus 

Christ than the other three Gospel 

writers.  The other three Gospels focus 

on Jesus’ birth and beginning ministry  

The fourth Gospel focuses first on Jesus 

as the eternal Son of God who was 

before Creation and indeed is the Creator 
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personified.  Then this Gospel turns to 

John the Baptist as pointing to Jesus as 

“The Lamb of God who takes away the 

sin of the world.”  And then John the 

Baptist then calls Jesus, “the Son of 

God”.  There is no question in John’s 

mind that God has indeed come to planet 

Earth in the form of a human being.  

John the Baptist makes no bones about 

that.  There is no commentary in this 

Gospel about a miraculous birth or of a 

spoken word from the heavens at Jesus’ 

baptism—there is only the Spirit of God 

which lights on Jesus at his baptism.  
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The message of the Fourth Gospel is that 

God has come down to Earth, that this 

person Jesus Christ was the one who 

created all things in earth and in heaven.  

This gospel writer does not waffle in 

telling us that we need to follow the one 

true Son of God, Jesus Christ.  The 

writer is ‘in our face’, challenging us to 

acknowledge that a being from heaven 

has come down to us, a being who 

himself is God, and a being who is 

related to Father God in heaven by being 

God’s only Son.  This is the true Big 

Bang.  Jesus is the One who created the 
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Big Bang.  Jesus is the One in whom we 

have our being.  Jesus is unquestionably 

the only one we can follow—no if’s, 

and’s, or but’s.  If we are not following 

Jesus Christ we are not following the 

God who art in Heaven.  This Gospel 

writer makes the most profound 

statements of all the Biblical writers that 

God in fact has come to Earth and that 

we are beholden to follow him alone.  

This Gospel empties our imaginations of 

all other possibilities of what is of 

ultimate and greatest importance in our 

lives.  Are we following Jesus Christ?  
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Are we listening to what he as the Son of 

God said and seeing what he did?  And 

are we then people whose lives are lived 

without deceit?  The standard this 

Gospel sets is ultimately high, steady, 

and firm.   

     [From SermonMall: 

http://sermonmall.com/TheMall/09/jan09

/011809s.html 

]   

     “Call and discipleship are central 

themes in the readings this Sunday.  The 

texts portray a multiplicity of ways that 

individuals experience and integrate a 

http://sermonmall.com/TheMall/09/jan09/011809s.html
http://sermonmall.com/TheMall/09/jan09/011809s.html
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call.  Jesus’ calling of Phillip and 

Phillip's invitation to Nathanael offer 

contrasting models for the ways in which 

people respond to the Gospel.  The 

immediacy of Phillip's response contrasts 

with the skepticism of Nathanael.  

Phillip's eager zealousness is balanced by 

Nathanael's determination to investigate 

the report more fully.  John includes 

them both as patterns for the life of the 

church.   

<> 

     “The exchange between Jesus and 

Nathanael reinforces the conviction that 
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a [spiritual] call is not a static, one-time 

occurrence.  The association of call [to 

ministry, lay or ordained,] with long-

term discipleship builds not only on the 

on-going demands of following Jesus, 

but also on the promise, “You will see 

greater things than these” (v. 50).   

     “Central to John's theological portrait 

is the development of Christological 

titles.  What begins with Jesus, the son of 

Joseph from Nazareth (in verse 45) 

quickly changes to ‘Rabbi,’ ‘Son of God’ 

and ‘King of Israel’ (in verse 49).  It is a 

dramatic distinction from the Synoptic 
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tradition [of the Gospels of Matthew, 

Mark, and Luke,] where the recognition 

of Jesus’ identity comes first from 

outsiders in the synoptic accounts [for 

example, see the story of the man with 

the unclean spirit] in the Gospel 

according to Mark 1:24” where the first 

recognition of Jesus as the Holy One of 

God is made by a completely mad, 

demon possessed, man).  In our Gospel 

lesson for today it is Nathanael who 

proclaims Jesus as “the Son of God” and 

“King of Israel”.  The only greater 

personal recognition of the true identity 
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of Jesus is made at the end of this Fourth 

Gospel by none other than Doubting 

Thomas, who upon placing his finger in 

the resurrected Jesus’ pierced hands and 

side proclaims, “My Lord and my God.”   

     In my own life, my spiritual 

progression took years in the making.   

When I was in the sixth grade my 

parents gave me a Gilbert Chemistry Set 

in 1953.  I took to it literally as a thirsty 

person finding water.  My whole free 

time was devoted to doing chemistry 

experiments in the subterranean 

basement of our house, which 
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fortunately never suffered any significant 

losses.  However, I was enamored by my 

young chemist friend’s ability to burn 

down paper houses by sprinkling 

Potassium Chlorate onto them and then 

dropping concentrated Sulfuric Acid on 

the result.  I actually didn’t try that, but it 

fascinated me, among other things about 

the science of chemistry.   

     Problem was, since I was raised in a 

very Christian home, my young learning 

from science began to come into conflict 

with my Christian faith as a young 

teenager.  Most of the miracles seemed 
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like impossible mind games to me.  But 

once or twice my church Pastor Charles 

Bond invited a well-known Christian 

chemist, Dr. George K. Schweitzer, a lay 

preacher from the University, to preach 

at our church one Sunday.  The 

professor’s text for his sermon was the 

Old Testament story of Sodom and 

Gomorrah (Genesis 19:15-26)—what a 

topic for a sermon, no?  Recall that the 

sinful cities of Sodom and Gomorrah 

were consumed by burning sulphur, but 

two angels sent by God were able to 

rescue Lot and his wife and their two 
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daughters before the complete 

destruction of those cities occurred.  

Well, most of that small family related to 

Uncle Abraham were rescued.  However, 

despite being told to ‘Run for your lives 

and don’t even look back’, Lot’s wife 

did look back.  And the Genesis text 

says, “she was turned into a block of 

salt.”  That was a most preposterous idea 

for me.  How could a human being be 

turned into a ‘block of salt’?   

     The preacher Dr. Schweitzer as a 

scientist began his explanation with a 

description of the geology of where the 
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ancient cities of Sodom and Gomorrah 

were situated.  Those two Canaanite 

cities were located in a great plain which 

was once covered by a huge salt lake that 

probably at one time connected to the 

Mediterranean sea--the Jordan River 

plain in the southern region of the land 

of Canaan; the plain was between several 

mountain ranges, mountains which were 

prone to geologic activity.  As you may 

know, Israel, at that time called Canaan, 

is at one of the most depressed locations 

on planet Earth: the Dead Sea in Israel is 

the lowest point on Earth.  Two tectonic 
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plates there continue to separate as we 

speak, and the depression of the earth’s 

surface there is growing greater and 

greater even today.  Here is a 2008 

review of the probable event: “Sodom 

and Gomorrah were built on the shores 

of the Dead Sea as part of the trade in 

natural asphalt, which was used at the 

time to waterproof boats and to join 

building stones together.  However, the 

area sits astride two subterranean 

tectonic plates, which move in opposite 

directions, making the ground unstable 

and sensitive to earthquakes.  Geologists 
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and archeologists say there is evidence to 

suggest that there was a massive 

earthquake there four and a half 

thousand years ago, which is the time the 

Bible records the cities were destroyed.  

The earthquake would have ignited 

flammable methane pockets under the 

Dead Sea, …turning the ground into 

quicksand.  A resulting avalanche would 

have swept the two cities into the sea.”  

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/b

ritish-geologist-backs-biblical-account-

sodom-and-gomorrah 

 

https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/british-geologist-backs-biblical-account-sodom-and-gomorrah
https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/british-geologist-backs-biblical-account-sodom-and-gomorrah
https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/british-geologist-backs-biblical-account-sodom-and-gomorrah
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     But what about Lot’s wife who was 

turned into a pillar of salt?  Dr. 

Schweitzer said that perhaps a volcano 

erupted there and caused the melting of 

the salt layers near the Dead Sea.  But it 

appears from more recent research that 

the methane pockets which ignited under 

the Dead Sea were probably responsible 

for melting the surface and subsurface 

salt to its boiling point, and it then 

bubbled and spewed as globs of molten 

salt into the air; in the proximity of 

Sodom and Gomorrah, a big clump of 

liquid salt apparently came down on 
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Lot’s wife as she tarried and looked 

back.  And, wala, she became a pillar of 

salt.   

     This geological explanation allowed 

me to recognize the real possibility of 

God working through actual events to do 

at least some of the miracles in the Bible.  

And my faith continued, somewhat 

sporadically, I must say, during college; 

but finally, I succumbed to faith and 

became an Episcopal priest.  I still have 

science as my hobby.  The two actually 

complement each other quite nicely, 

thank you.   
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     So as Nathanael came from a position 

of skepticism to a place of profound 

faith, we too may find our faith journey 

is not a stagnant thing; we do grow; we 

do learn; and without deceit we do take 

the Son of God, the King of Israel, as our 

own Lord and God.   

     Amen.   
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Description: The progression of our faith 

may mirror that of Nathanael who in 

today’s Gospel lesson goes from skeptic 

to belief when confronted with the actual 

Son of God.  
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     Lead us, O Mighty Savior, to do great 

and small things with and for you.  

Amen. 

 

     Nathanael was called a person 

without guile.  Many Americans -- over 

ninety percent -- say they believe in God, 

and while nearly half say they pray every 

day, and while forty percent say they 

attend religious services once a week – 

actually less than a half of those claiming 

weekly attendance are really attending 

every week, and are ‘without guile’.  

Sociologists C. Kirk Hadaway and 
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Penny Long Marler, church researchers, 

call this the “halo” effect, that (quote) 

“Americans tend to over-report socially 

desirable behavior like voting and 

attending church and under-report 

socially undesirable behavior like 

drinking.” (unquote) Guile is all around 

us!  

http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/p

astor-articles/139575-7-startling-facts-

an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-

in-america.html 

     For Jesus to designate Nathanael as a 

person without guile is really honoring 

http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7-startling-facts-an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html
http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7-startling-facts-an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html
http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7-startling-facts-an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html
http://www.churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7-startling-facts-an-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html
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Nathanael’s character.  But Nathanael’s 

biblical forefather, “Israel,” was 

originally known as “Jacob”, which 

means one who connives!  Jacob tricked 

his own twin brother Esau out of Esau’s 

birthright by offering him a bowl of soup 

when Esau was starving after a hard 

day’s work.  

     So as a result of low regular church 

attendance, what is our dilemma in the 

church?  The late author and famed 

spiritual Catholic leader, Henri Nouwen, 

says the Church maintains our vital 

connection to Christ: “Listen to the 
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Church,” he wrote in ‘Show Me the 

Way’ (a Crossroad publication). “I know 

that isn’t a popular bit of advice at a time 

and in a country where the church is 

frequently seen more as an ‘obstacle’ in 

the way rather than as the ‘way’ to Jesus. 

Nevertheless, I’m profoundly convinced 

that the greatest spiritual danger for our 

times is the separation of Jesus from the 

Church. The Church is the body of the 

Lord. Without Jesus, there can be no 

Church; and without the Church, we 

cannot stay united with Jesus. I’ve yet to 

meet anyone who has come closer to 
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Jesus by forsaking the Church. To listen 

to the Church is to listen to the Lord of 

the Church,” says Nouwen. 

     There will always be some 

impediment a person can find not to 

attend church on any given Sunday. The 

recent arrest and jailing of the Suffragan 

Bishop of Maryland on a manslaughter 

charge due to driving while intoxicated 

is one such blight that our church is now 

suffering.  How the conviction turns out 

remains to be seen, but it is one in a long 

series of events that ‘turn people off’, or 

maybe one that people use to say they 
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are ‘turned off’ by the church.  But the 

lure of placing ourselves as the god of 

the day is always very enticing, and that 

can happen at any level, clerical or lay.  

Guile is all about us and always tempting 

us to join in on its charade. 

   I believe there is an element in today’s 

gospel reading that is subtle but very 

important.  Jesus calls Philip to follow 

him, and then Philip calls Nathanael to 

come along with Philip.  So in a way, 

Nathanael becomes a ‘check person’ for 

Philip, Nathanael knows the reliability of 

Philip as a follower of Jesus, and indeed 
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at the last scene of the Resurrected Lord 

in the Fourth Gospel, Philip and 

Nathanael are again together with five 

other disciples with Jesus at the Sea of 

Galilee.  They are compatriots in the 

cause of Christ, and each becomes a 

reminder of the other that they are to 

keep on following the Lord, even after 

his death and resurrection.  In a way they 

‘answer’ to each other, they are pals, and 

they do the work or Christ as a team; 

each holds the other accountable.  So 

when you find another Christ follower 

who will be as willing as you to 
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regularly attend church without fail and 

to follow the Lord faithfully, you have 

found a wonderfully supportive friend. 

And I encourage you to find that person 

who will help you hold yourself and each 

other accountable in the worship of the 

Almighty God through our Lord Jesus 

Christ, Son of God. 

     The name Nathanael means “God 

given”, and it reminds us of the prophet 

Nathan who held King David to a higher 

ethical standard. Nathan was a court 

prophet who announced to David the 

covenant God was making with him (2 
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Samuel 7), and he came to David to 

reprimand David over his committing 

adultery with Bathsheba while she was 

the wife of Uriah the Hittite whose death 

David had also arranged in order to hide 

his previous transgression (2 Samuel 11-

12).  Nathan became the ethical plum 

bob who put the King in his place, 

convicting David of the tragedy of his 

adulterous transgression which led to the 

murder of Bathsheba’s husband Uriah.  

     The New Testament Nathanael is 

usually thought of as the same person as 

the apostle Bartholomew, because they 
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both are listed along with Philip; the 

surname “Bartholomew” means, “son of 

Tolmei”, and his  given name was 

probably Nathanael, Nathanael 

Bartholomew. A further possibility about 

Nathanael is that he could be the actual 

author or redactor of the Fourth Gospel.  

His title for Jesus as the “Son of God” is 

the first profound declaration in all the 

gospels; and Nathanael’s appearance at 

both the beginning and end of the gospel, 

with no mention otherwise, could be his 

signature for this great work.  John had 

his name connected with the gospel only 
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decades after it was written, and 

although we refer to the Fourth Gospel 

as the Gospel according to John, it could 

in fact be the Gospel according to 

Nathanael Bartholomew!  The way John 

is characterized in the Fourth Gospel 

does not easily lend credence to the 

gospel being named for John.  There is 

actually instead an elusive disciple who 

is carefully never named but who is only 

referred to as the “Beloved Disciple,” 

who is most loved by Jesus, who is at 

Jesus’ breast at the Last Supper, and who 

appears as well at the beginning and the 
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end of the Fourth Gospel.  Remember 

that the names of the Gospels were only 

attached a century or more after they 

were written, and the actual names of the 

four Gospels are not a part of the church 

“Canon”, the official list of books of the 

Bible.  But we are probably stuck forever 

with calling the Fourth Gospel the 

Gospel of John, even though its author or 

editor was probably actually not John.  

For millennia artists have portrayed John 

as the ‘young disciple’ because of a 

folkloric story in Ephesus, Turkey, that 

says John took Jesus’ mother there for 
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protection, and that John was the disciple 

who lived the longest after the 

resurrection.  But there is no historical 

confirmation for that, though. And 

indeed it is the favorite Beloved Disciple 

that was the one at the end of the Fourth 

Gospel that Jesus was referring to when 

Jesus told Peter, “What is it to you if I 

want him to live until I return?” 

     So we likely have a very important 

Apostle here in Nathanael, one who has 

been a bit overlooked by scholars and 

artists for millennia. 
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     But Nathanael’s inspiration to 

become a Christ-follower came from the 

evangelist, Philip who told Nathanael 

“come and see.” Remember it was 

Andrew who told his brother Peter about 

Jesus.  And Peter became a leader of the 

disciples after Jesus’ death and 

resurrection.  Nathanael apparently 

became the eye witness writer of what 

Jesus did and said, and also the 

important theological interpreter that we 

see throughout the Fourth Gospel.  Many 

facets of historic Christology, the study 

of the meaning of the Messiah, find their 
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roots in the Fourth Gospel, which 

expounds theologically more about Jesus 

than just giving facts about his coming 

and going and his parables which we 

find in the other three Gospels.  In the 

Fourth Gospel, the word “parable” is 

superceeded by the word, “sign”.  This 

sign and that sign, seven of them in fact 

in the Fourth Gospel, seven signs point 

to Jesus as being the Son of God and our 

Messiah. And the first sign happened in 

Nathanael’s home town, Cana, when 

Jesus converted the water into wine, 
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beginning his miraculous saving ministry 

to the world.  

     When we come to church we 

experience the amazing! We hear 

amazing Bible stories, we hear amazing 

prayers and answers to prayers, we find 

amazing fellowship with others, the 

whole experience is amazing.  So why 

are we so reluctant to tell others about 

our amazing Sunday experience?  We 

will talk about the weather, about who 

won yesterday’s game or who will win 

tomorrow, we tell stories about our 

neighbors and friends, but we rarely tell 
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our friends and neighbors about our 

amazing experience at our church each 

Sunday.  Why is that?  Is it because we 

are afraid someone will see the 

imperfections of our church, its lighting, 

its heating, its publications?  Or are we 

just reluctant to show anyone our faith?  

We seem to want to keep our faith and 

our church ‘under our hat’ or tucked 

away in our private memory.  But the 

Lord is calling us to bring others, just as 

Philip brought Nathanael.  

     Or maybe we don’t think that much 

of our church, St. Stephen’s, after all. 
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We are not that famous, not that rich, not 

that perfect; do we see our church as 

Nathanael first saw Jesus and exclaimed, 

“Can anything good come out of 

Nazareth?”  Can anything good come out 

of St. Stephen’s?  What about our church 

which is open for prayer each and every 

day?  What about the two thousand who 

come to us to get free medical 

examinations and treatments and 

prescriptions each year? What about 

those dozens who come to get free 

repairs of their teeth each week?  What 

about those who depend on St. Stephen’s 
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for their daily bread at our food pantry, 

or for their clothing at our clothes closet, 

or for a warm place to sleep in our 

shelter nineteen weeks a year?  Maybe 

we too need a lesson about how to 

change minds and heal souls.  Amen.  

 

 

 


